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Introduction
In June 2010 partners from six European universities started the project thinkMOTION with
the main objective of providing content from the field of motion systems via the Europeana
online portal.
As part of the projects dissemination activities newsletters were sent to subscribers. A
newsletter reminds visitors to you and your offer, even without the need to visit your website
again. By providing interesting content regularly you will stick in your user’s mind which
creates trust, from which a long customer relationship lasts.
The thinkMOTION newsletters are described in this document. They are part of Task 10.2
within WP10 – Dissemination, awareness activities and staff development – included in the
“Description of Work” for thinkMOTION project.
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Workflow and results
Almost, he is regarded as a standard element of a reputable website, the newsletter sent by
email. Eventually, so the solid arguments, he attracts prospects or retains users. And that at a
reasonable price.
2.1 Definition
A newsletter is a regularly or irregularly by email distributed publication to a well-defined
target audience. Newsletters are used to convey users or subscribers news and specific
information about selected topics of interest.
Among the advantages of newsletters:





They are a cost-effective instrument because paper and printing costs account.
Newsletter subscribers have consciously decided for your content after they have
already consumed it.
The publisher increases his chances to reach the targeted audience.
For subscribers an opportunity is provided to exclusively get the information that they
are actually interested in.

2.2 Goals
Newsletters are an excellent tool of direct marketing. They can serve to attract users, to retain
users or to build images. Further, newsletters can be used as traffic builder, i.e. to generally
increase the visit frequency of a website.
For the thinkMOTION project, in particular the advertising character of a newsletter was the
decisive factor to promote the project among the identified research and development
institutions and the relevant stakeholders as well as to communicate with our end-users. With
the help of the newsletter, we were able to draw attention to new contents and features in the
DMG-Lib1, highlight existing content and thus generally strengthen the relationship with our
target audience. Furthermore, the awareness of the DMG-lib increased, which is reflected in
the increased traffic.
The thinkMOTION newsletters should be sent every six months in order to provide highquality information and to avoid classification as spam on subscriber side.

1

http://www.dmg-lib.org
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2.3 Contents & Structure
One-third of all European consumers announce newsletters, if advertising suddenly
predominates and texts are too long and confusing.2 Therefore, only compact and pre-selected
information was included in the newsletters to ensure high information content.
Each recipient must first express an interest for the newsletter, in which he enrolls in the
distribution list thus agree to receive future electronic publications (opt-in). The registration
form for the thinkMOTION newsletter is clearly visible on the DMG-lib home page (Figure
1). To register, email address is required only so that the newsletter can be obtained
anonymously and to keep the form as short and simple as possible. In addition, each
newsletter contains contact information and a link to unsubscribe. Thus, the thinkMOTION
newsletter is compliant with the current German law on data protection. 3

Figure 1. Newsletter registration form on the DMG-Lib home page

The first thinkMOTION newsletter was sent to the subscribers in December 2010, six months
after project start, introducing the thinkMOTION project and the role of DMG-Lib and
Europeana. The second thinkMOTION newsletter was sent in December 2011 describing the
connection of the DMG-Lib on the Europeana portal and announcing the availability of the
DMG-Lib in six languages.
These first newsletters were sent as a PDF document attached to a plain text email. Because
the file attachment caused problems at some email clients and the design was perceived as
less attractive, the thinkMOTION newsletter is now available as platform-independent
HTML email as well as online website4 (Figure 2).

2

Forrester Research. Q2 2001. Consumer Technographics Benchmark Europe.
Verband der deutschen Internetwirtschaft e.V. (eco). 4th ed., 2011. eco Richtlinie für zulässiges E-Mail-Marketing. Retrieved May 27,
2013, from http://online-marketing.eco.de/files/2011/10/Richtlinie-OM_2011.pdf
4
http://www.thinkmotion.eu/newsletter
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To ensure platform independence, it was necessary to observe the following basic rules56:






Keep it simple. The more complex the email design is, the more likely is it to break on
one of your user’s email client.
Take your coding skills back a good decade. That often means nesting tables, bringing
CSS inline etc.
Use CSS with care. Email clients often do not support modern web technologies.
Important information should not be images. Because images often aren’t shown
when an email initially opens, it makes sense for critical information to be in plain
HTML text rather than images to guarantee their accessibility.
Don’t forget to test. Also, retest your email designs from time to time on a regular
basis.

Figure 2. Screenshot of the thinkMOTION newsletter online website4

In May 2012, the third newsletter highlighted some special items, which are interesting and
thrilling for our users, and gave an insight into current item production as well as an overview
of upcoming conferences to meet the thinkMOTION team.
The fourth newsletter, December 2012, informed about the steadily growing DMG-Lib stock
and highlighted items of our Romanian partner as part of the on-going internationalization of
the DMG-Lib portal. Furthermore, we were proud to announce the first 30.000 DMG-Lib
items visible in the Europeana portal, our new e-learning-section, as well as our new Pinterest
account7 stressing some thrilling and unique DMG-Lib contents.
The fifth newsletter, Mai 2013, focused on the support of the new Europeana Data Model
(EDM) and the provision of a SKOS interface since February 2013 - a key contribution to
Europeana's semantic enrichment. Also, we invited our subscribers to visit our station
"Mechanism Worlds" at the Long Night of Technology on 25 May 2013 in Ilmenau where
they could experience the fascinating world of mechanism and gear technology first-hand,

5

Chapman, Cameron. 02 June 2011. Creating HTML Emails: An Overview for Web Designers. Retrieved May 28, 2013, from
http://sixrevisions.com/web_design/creating-html-emails/
6
Campaign Monitor. (n.d.). Email Design Guidelines - Building a rock-solid HTML email. Retrieved May 28, 2013, from
http://www.campaignmonitor.com/resources/will-it-work/guidelines/
7
http://pinterest.com/dmglib/
6

explore the functional principles of various mechanisms at our gearbox models, browse
through our digital archive of knowledge, or be creative and craft their own mechanism.
Another newsletter is planned after the successful completion of the project to present the
main results of the project and the next scheduled work.
All newsletters are sent bilingual in German and English. German for the majority of our
users who partly keep track of the DMG-Lib since its founding in 2004, and English for our
newly acquired international users.
3

Conclusion
The thinkMOTION newsletter has proved to be a cost-effective tool for dissemination
activities, informing a vast number of users about news from the DMG-Lib stock and project
results. The success of the newsletter is reflected in increased traffic on the DMG-Lib portal.
Thus, the objectives and expectations of the thinkMOTION newsletter have been met
completely and to our entire satisfaction.
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ANNEX I – Overview of thinkMOTION newsletters

Figure 3. First thinkMOTION newsletter sent in December 2010 (English version)
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Figure 4. Second thinkMOTION newsletter sent in December 2011 (German version)
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Figure 5. Third thinkMOTION newsletter sent in May 2012 (English version)
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Figure 6. Fourth thinkMOTION newsletter sent in December 2012 (English version)
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Figure 7. Fifth thinkMOTION newsletter sent in May 2013 (English version)
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